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Crossover hip pop jazz. A blend of blues, jazz and pop-rock. Soothing and relaxing for the soul. Inspired

by a lifetime of seeking higher levels of spirituality. 10 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, EASY

LISTENING: Mood Music Details: Lake Geneva,WI musician and composer David Tasse is a man of

many talents. Capturing the right feel at the right moment comes very naturally to him any is the essence

of his inspiring performances. Tasse, who has been a working entertainer for more than 25 years, has a

reputation for being a consummate professional who follows his music of dreams and vision. Tasse, a

saxophone and flute player, recently released his sixth album on His Indie label Bay Breeze Becords,

'Mind Travel.' Tasse said the new release allows listeners to experience being lost and found all at once,

while floating away, oblivious to earthly demands. He said the album delivers listeners to a place of peace

and contentment only found once in a great while. Tasse is able to capture all of these true emotions,

whether he is taking a jazz riff to the outer reaches of the listeners' mind or mellowing their soul to a

comfort level that only the fortunate few are able to intuitively achieve. 'Mind Travel' will truly make

listeners deepest thoughts of today awaken the spirit of tomorrow and musically clarify the unknown

possibilities in a way that always leaves them wanting more, according to Tasse. All of Tasse's albums

feature easy listening jazz arrangements. 'This unique blend of blues, jazz and rock is a crossover pop

jazz style that reaches all ages. The music is 'danceable', visionary, soothing , sensual, healing . It

grooves and leaves the listener desiring to hear more, Tasse said 'It's the kind of music used in motion

pictures to enhance an emotionally charged scene.' Not only is Tasse a smooth jazz sax man with a

penchant for always grooving out irresistible sounds that exceed all expectations, he also books some of

southeaster Wisconsin's finest talent. Groups such as 'The 21st Century Beatnixx,' 'Peace and Harmony'

'The Major' and ' Rory Mcdonald' are just a few of the great acts that perform a variety of music in the
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tradition of Tasse's musical excellence.
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